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The DSP-NIR unit performs LF signal processing which improves the
reception qualiryofMF-HF radios. Reception conditions for both professional users and ham operators can be substantially improved by
using this unit. It uses the latest 16 bit DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
technology, which makes it possible to reprocess signals with wen a
high noise content. The DSP-NIR instrument (Noise and Interference
Reduction) reduces atmospheric noise and signal interferences in a
manner that makes the received signal understandable. Furthermore,
the unit is fitted wiü a range ofFIR (Finite Impulse Response) ûlters,
each one ofwhich is optimised for specific communications objectives.

The conuols are easy to use with the help of multi-setting MODE
switch on the frontpanel, which always clearly indicates which MODE
is curendy in use. §ÿhen the AGC function is activated, üe LF signal is
boosted so that the dynamic range is expanded. The BYPASS switch
makes it possible for the user to quickly switch between the original and
the reprocessed LF signal
The DSP-NIR instrument is installed bewveen the raüo and an external speaker or headset. The in-built LF amplifier is able to drive a 2 - 8
Q speaker. In addition to the speaker/headset output, the instrument is
provided with an output line for data communications.
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INSTALLATION
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DSP-NIR instrumenr can be connected to
external units. The required cables can be made by the user with the
plugs supplied. Â more detailed description oF how to connecr rhe
instrument is given below.

AUDIOINPUÏ

PO§7ER Connection:

SPEAKEROUTPUÏ

The DSP-NIR should be supplied with a constant DC voltage of
between I I ând 15 V The instrument can be damaged if a DC voltage
of over 15 VDC is applied. The power supply should deliver a minimum of 0.5 Amps, howwer the unit will use up to t Amp at full
volr;.me A pouer sappÿ that can d.eliuer a eonsunt 12 WC / I Amp is

Connect r 2 - 8 Ç2 speaker to SPEAKER OUTPUT with the RCA
phono.jack supplied.

Pages 8 and 9 show how the

therdore recommendtd.

mm DC-plug is wired as shown in Figure I . The short
terminal is connected to the + lead and the long terminal is connected
to the - lead. If the plug is correctÿ wired, the PO]ùüER LED will light
up when the unit is turned on (by turning üe volume knob from the
OFF position to Il2 max.).If the plug is inconecù polarised, the
instrument will not be harmed. \ÿhen the unit is turned on, itwill not
work and the PO\(/ER LED will not light up.
The enclosed
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Figure 1.
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Connect the Speaker Output from your receiver or transceiver to
AUDIO INPUT on üe backpanel of the DSP-NIR. An RCA phono
jack

is

supplied for this purpose.

LINEOUTPUT:
Can possibly be connected to Packetmodem, RTTY printer, SSTV
decoder, etc. The linet output signal is a constant 700 mV (RMS) at a
normal input signal level. The line outPut can be loaded up to 600 Q
without distortion.
PHONES:
The output is connected to a headset which has a 6.35 mm stereo Phone
jack, a converter jack (mono to
Jack. Ifthe headset is fitted with a mono
stereo) should be used, or

Ifthe headset

a

stereo jack should be wired up

is used, the speaker outPut

as

per Figure 4.

rvill b€ interrupted.
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CONTROLS

NTRO LS

AGC:
\Vhen the push-button is in, the AGC function is active and boosts ttre
LF signal so that the dynamic range is increased. If the AGC pushbutton is out, the DSP-NIRwill not have an AGC firnction.
BYPASS:

This section describes üe controls on the DSP-NIR
Volume & Power On/Off
The volume knob (and associated circuit breaker) is used parÿ to turn
on/offthe unit and pardy to regulate the LF signalt outpur level. §fhen
the knob is turned anticlockwise to its frrll extent, the unit is turned off
and üe POVER diode is off §Zhen the knob is turned clockwise, the
unit is rurned on and the PO\7ER diode emis a yellow light. rtr7hen the
knob is turned clockwise the output signal is amplified. The unit
should be turned on via the volume knob and not by the power supply
switch, otherwise the unit might possibly not start up correcdy.

MODE Switch (Multiple Senings)
This switch sets the instrumenr ro the desired filter. There are 12 different frlter modes in all. It is possible to choose the folloüng modes: C§7
Narow, SSB Narrow, SSB §7ide, NOTCH, Peak, NT+Peak, Peak adj.,
PBT §7ide adj., PBT Narrow adj., Packet, SSTV, and RITY. A detailed
description of each filter mode can be found in the section entitled
"Operation" on page 12.
Filter Level/Passba-nd Tirning:
This rotating knob has two functions. It is partly used to change the
Peak filtering in Peak adj. mode and is pardy used to adjust the centre
frequency in PBT §ÿide and PBT Narrow mode.

10

§7hen the push-button is in, the instrument is bypassed, in ottrer words

the signal runs through üe instrument \À/ithout being processed. The
signal is processed when the push-button is out. If the instrument is

turned ofl üe BYPASS button needs to be pushed in for üe signal to
run straight through the unit.

Normal and Overload LEDs:
These two LEDs indicate whether the input signal to the DSP-NIR is
ad.iusted to an appropriate level. A detailed description ofhow the input
signal is properly adjusted can be Found on page 12.

Intemal Settings (]umpers):
The DSP-NIR can be changed from 22 Q to 6 KQ input impedance by
an internal jumper. Removing the jumper [MPl) makes the audio
input high impedance (see Figure 5 on page 40). The instrument is set
to 22 Ç2, as most receivers/transceivers give the best performance with
this load. In C§7 Narrow mode, it is possible to choose between 400
Hz,600Hz andT 50 Hz centre frequencies. The desired centre frequency is chosen by an internal j umper (see Figure 5 on page 40) . The instrument is facbry-se tto 7 50 flz.

OPERATION

OPERATION

ased dynamics

connected to

a

will give a bener readability of the signal if the DSP-NIR is
receiver/transceiver that has sub-optimal AGC regulation.

If the input signal is too low, it will lead to a worse S/N ratio because üe
quantisation noise will become audible. An input signal üat is too large
will overload the AD converter and create an audible distortion of üe
This section describes how the level ofthe LF input signal is correcdy
adjusted and a description is given ofeach filter mode.
Adjustment ofthe Audio Input Signal
The DSP-NIR is connected as described in the section "Installation',
that is to say the receivert SPEAKER OUT is connected to AUDIO
INPUT on the backpanel of the DSP-NIR. To be able to use the DSPNIRI large dynamic range üthout overloading, an appropriate LF
input signal is required from the output ofthe receiver/transceiver. By
holding the input signal to üe DSP-NIR just under üe OVERLOAD
lwel, the optimal S/N ratio is obtained with minimum distortion.

signal.
-§7ith

the Input Reg. potentiometer it is possible to raise the input signal

-6 dB to 20 dB. This makes it possible to supply rhe DSP-NIR normally with input signals from 0.35 Vpp to 7 Vpp.

The following procedure can be used to adjust the Audio Input signal.
First place üe receiver/transceiver's volume knob in an appropriate
mid-range setting. The radio is tuned to a powerfrrl signal and then the
Input reg. potentiometer on the backpanel of the DSP-NIR is adjusted
so that the OVERLOAD LED lights up every once in a while. The
NORMAL LED is continually lit.

Modern receivers/transceivers with in-built automatic gain control
(AGC) in most situations will keep üe input signal to the DSP-NIR constant, hovrever it can sometimes be necessary to adjust the receiver/uansceiver's volume knob. The AGC function can be used to advantage
in many filter modes. Particularly in NOTCH and C§7 mode, tle incre13
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The C§ÿ'400 Narrow Filtet

C§TMODE
In C§ÿ'Narrow mode, the user has üe possibility to choose between 3
different C§(/ ûlters wiü centre frequencies of 400 Ha 600 Hz, and
750 Hz respectiveÿ with a bandwidth of 200 Hz. The desired cenue
ftequency is chosenvia the internal jumperJMP2 (see Figure 5 on page
40). The DSP-NIR is set at the fac$ry to750 Hz

The passband is the -6 dB points and the stopband is the -60 dB points.

TheCW'400filter: 0 -250H2
300 - 500 Hz

stopband
passband

545 - 4KJlz stopband

The C\7 Narrow Êlter can be used in conjunction wiü

the

receiver/transceivert in-built C\[i filter in order to avoid channel inteiference. In CW operation, boü the C§ÿ Narrow and SSB Narrow
modes can be advantageously usçd. First set the DSP-NIR in SSB
Narrow mode, and then tune in to the desired station- Then choose
C§ÿ Narrow mode to obtain the largest possible selectiüty.

Shape factor:

1.48

Delay:

12.8 mS
CW 400

Na[û,!

The C§7 Narrow filters ate designed as equi-ripple filters and make use
of the decimation/interpolation technique. Because of this, the filters
have very sharp edges, which makes it possible to selectively choose the
desired station. The filters are linear phase, which gives a filtering with
minimum "ringing'.

DSP-NIR also has in PBT Narrow a variable passband filter that can
also be used in C§?'operation (see pege 25 for a more detailed description).

1500 2000

2500

Frequency in Hz
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The CV 750 NarowFilter

The C§f 600 Narrow Filter

TheC§ÿ600filter: O -46OHz
500 -750H2
750

- KIlz

stopband

TheC§7750fiIter: 0 -605}J2

850F{2 passband

passband

65O

-

stopband

890

-4KHz

Shape factor:

1.45

Shape factor:

r.43

Delay:

12.8 mS

Delay:

12.8 mS

CW 600 Nanow

16

stopband
stopband

CW 750 Naroÿ,
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SSB Àrlode

The SSB Nartow Filter:

The intelligibility ofa broadband SSB LF signal can be poor due to the
S/N ratio. If üe lowest and highest Êequencies are removed with the
help ofa passband filter, the readability of the signal is increased. Both
the SSB §7ide and SSB Narrow digital filters have very sharp edges and
low ripple. The filters can be used most advantageously if the
receiver/transceiver being used does not have enough IF filtering.

The passband filter has a bandwidth of 7650 l{z.
The pass area is from 150 to 1800 Hz (cut-offÊequency).
The stop area is from 1951 Hz to 4000 Hz (cut-offfrequency).

à

Ripple in pass area: < 0.1 dB
Attenuation in stop area: > 60 dB
Shape Factor: 1.1 : I
Delay: 10 mS

The filters have linear phase, so group delay distortio., i, ar.oided. The
Êlters are designed as equi-ripple filters with a lower cut-offfrequency
of 150 Hz, since a large part of a voice signal's intelligibiliry lies in üe
lower portion ofthe Êequency specuum.
The DSP-NIR also has, in the PBT Wide,

a

variable passbând filter

SSB Narroü/

üat

can also be used in SSB voice operation (see page 25 for a more detailed

description). Ifthe user wants noise and tone reduction, he can use the
NOTCH and Peak modes (see pages2l and23).
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NOTCHMode:

The SSB Wide Filter:
bandwidth of 2550 Hz.
The pass area is ftom 150 to 2700 Hz (cut-offfrequenry).
The stop area is Ê om 2843 Hzto 4000 Hz (cut-off ftequency).
Ripple in pass area: < 0.1 dB
Attenuation in stop area: > 60 dB
Shape Factor: 1.06 : I
Delay: 10 mS
The passband filter has

NOTCH mode

a

is used to remove spurious and interfering tones

the received LF signal. The notch filter attenuates

a

Êom

single tone up to 50

dB. The filter effectively remoyes up to 3-4 tones at the same dme
without degrading the voice signalt intelligibility.
Conventional filters use the frequency as the filtration criterion, as
opposed to üe NOTCH filter which uses the input signd's correlation
as the filtration criterion. Correlation is a statistical value which indicates how often a given frequency component appeam in the frequency
spectrum. §7hen a fixed pure sound is completely correlated and speech
is less correlated, it is possible to distinguish the pure sounds from the
speech signal, For the NOTCH filter to be effective against spurious

SSBWde

and interfering tones, these tones should not oscillate too much in
frequency, as the NOTCH filter will reat them as a voice signal. §7ith
multipatch such a condition could appear, and the NOTCH filter will
not be effective.

NOTCH filter is filtered by a conventional digital passband filter. The filter has a pass area from 150 Hz to 2700 f{z.

The input signal to the

The NOTCH Âlter can either be used by itself, or be combined with
the PEAK filter. The NOTCH filter cannot be used for CW RTTY,
SSTV and Packet operadon.

I
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TheNOTCHÊlter:

PEAKMode:

A suddenly appearing tone is removed automatically wiüout the user
having to manuallyadjust the Êlter. The lowest graph below shows how
effectively the notch filter filters out an 800 Hz ând a 1600 Hz pure

In PEAK mode atmospheric (white/pink) noise is attenuated by the
filter dynamically forming passband filters around the voice signal.
1

sound.

Ranges which do not contain any voice signal are effectively attenuated.

In PEAK mode random noise

NOTCH reaction time: < 10 mS
Attenuation: lJp to 50 dB depending on the rone's correlation.
Delay: l0 mS

I

is

attenuated up to 20 dB.

The PEAK filter uses, just like the NOTCH filter, correlation as its filtration criterion. As random noise is completely uncorrelated and
speech is more correlated, it is possible to distinguish random noise
from the voice signal.
In PEAK adj. mode it is possible wiü the Filter lævel burton to vary üe
offiltration. §7ith Filter lævel set to High, the LF output signal is
slighdy arenuated in a manner that makes it necessary to adjust the
DSP-NIRt volume knob.
level

The input signal to the PEAK filter is filtered by a conventional digital
passband filter. The filter has a pass area from 150 Hz to 2700 }lz.

The PEAK filter can either be applied alone, or combined w.ith the
NOTCH filter. The PEAK filter can also be used to advantage in C§7
operation.

22
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The PEAK Filter:

PBTMode:

The graph shows a tone with random noise before and after peak âltering. It can be seen üat the PEAK filter makes a passband filter around
the correlated signal (the tone), while the rest ofthe frequency spectrum
is attenuated.

PBT stands for PassBand Ttrning, which is to say that it is possible for
the user himself to vary the passband filtert centre Êequency in üe area
Êom 300 Hz to 3200 Hz. \7ith üe multi-setting mode switch one can
choose between PBT \7ide and PBT Narrow. The centre frequency can
be varied in increments of 62,5 Hz with use of the Passband Tuning
knob.

PEAK reaction time: < 10 mS
Attenuation: Up to 20 dB

PBT Wide is mainly used with SSB reception, but can also be applied to
diverse data communications objectives where a large bandwidth is
reqüred. §7hen the Passband Tirning knob is turned to the low position, the PBT filter will have an upper limiting frequen cy of l35OHz and
a lower limiting frequency of zero Hz - where the filter will work as a
low passband filter. \7ith the Passband Tuning knob set to üe High
position, the PBT \7ide filter will have an upper limiting ftequenry of

Delay: 10 mS

r'1,

3650H2.
PBT Narrow is used with CW and data communication.

The filters in PBT mode are FIR filters with linear phase, where group
delay distortion is avoided.
'§ÿhen

the Passband Tirning knob is turned to change

üe filtert centre

frequency, some shortlived noise will appear. This noise appears because

24

the new Âlter has

a

certain rise time.
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The PBT §ÿide Filter:
The filter has

a

The PBT Narrow Filter:
The filter has a bandwidth of300 Hz (6 dB point).
The cenue frequency can be varied from 300 to 3200 Hz,

bandwidth of2100 Hz t6dB point).

The centre Êequency can be varied from 300 to 3200 Hz, however the
DSP-NIRunit has an upper limiting Êequenry of 3650 Hz.

Attenuation in the stop area: > 60 dB
Delay: 8 mS

Attenuation in stop area: > 60 dB
Delay: 8mS
The PBT Narow Êlter with PBT=2000 Hz is shown below.

The PBT \ÿide filter with PBT=2000 Hz is shown below:
PET Widê

1500 2000

2500

3000 3500

4000

Frequercÿ ln Hz
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The Pecket Filter:

SSTVMode:

The PACKET Êlter is used for HF packet communication. This filter
has very sharp edges and low ripple in the pass area.

The filter in SSTV mode suppors HF slow-scan television (SSTV)
format and Vertical Interval Signal (VIS) code format. The filter
consists ofa double passband filter for selective differentiation of picture information and the synchronisation pulses. The SSTV filter effectively attenuates interference tones outside the SSTV format's passband, and also reduces üe random noise due to the reduced
bandwidth.

The âlter has a B§7 of 54O Hz and a cnntre frequency of 2210

Hz.'[he

from 1940 to 2480 Hz (cut-offfrequency).
The stop areas are from 0 - I 81 1 Hz nd fiom 2629 Hz to 4000 FIz.
<0.1dB
Ripple in pass area:
Attenuation in stop area: >60d8
Shape Factor:
1.24:7
pass area is

Delay:

l0mS

TheSSTVFiIæI:
The first passband filter has the following bands:

0

-975}{2 stopband(60dBpoint)

1050 - 1350 Hz passband(6 dBpoint)
1400 stopbandt40dBpoint)
Shape Factor #1: 1.45 :

I

The second passband ûlter has üe following bands:
- l4l0 Hz stopbând f40 dB point)

1460 - 2350F{2 passband f6 dB point)
2450 - AODOHz stopband (60 dB point)
ShapeFactor#2:1.17:1

1500 2000

2500

3000

3500

Frequency in Hz
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Ripple in pass area: <.0.1 dB

TheMTYFilter

Attenuation in stop area: > 55 dB

The RITY filter worls in accordance with the standardised RITY
Mark and Space tone specifications.

Delay: l0 mS

The filtert centre Êequency is 2210 Hz and the bandwidth is 270 Hz.
The passband filter has a bandwidth o127OHz - 1rcm2D75 to 2345 Hz
(cut-offfrequency). The stop area is from 0 - 7936 Hz and ftom 2492
Hz to 4000 Hz (cut-offfrequency).
Ripple in pass area: < 0.1 dB

Attenuation in stop area: > 60 dB
Shape Factor: 1.43 :

Delay:

I

10 mS

Frequency in Hz

30
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NOTCH Filter

Resp

orr,e 150H2-2700t{2

NOTCH Anenuation of 1 KHz tone Up to 50 dB - depends on

the characteristics

of

the input signal.
Reacrions Time < 10mS

NOTCH
NOTCH Filter Type Adaptive

PEAKFilterArea l50Hz-27OOHz
PEAKÂttenuation ofRandom Noise 10 dB - 20 dB, the attenuation can
PEAKadj. mode.
PEAK Reaction Time < 10mSec

LF Input

Input
lnput

Level

0.35Ypp -7 Vpp adlustable üapotentiomerer
lmpedance 22I or6 KÇ) selectable via internal jumper.

PEAKFilterType

LF Output

Outpus
LFAmplifier
Distortion

Headset output, Line output and [oudspeaker output
1.8 §7an with 8 §} /3.2 Q with 4 Q speaka impedaace
< 1ÿo at I kHz.

SSB

FilterType

Volume/Power On/OF, 12 posirion rotary switch, Filter lævel
Potentiometer, Bypass Switch, AGC On/Off, Headser Ouçut
6.35 mm Phone Jack - Stereo, Power LED ÿellow), Normal
LED (green), OverflowlED (red).

Rearpanel

SSBN:1.1 :1;SSB'§ÿ:1.1:1

Audio Input PhoneJack, Audio Output Phone Jaclç Line
Ouçut Phone Jack, Input reg. (potentiometer), DC IN 5.5

> 60 dB artenuation

mm DC Jack.

50 Hz

-

(SSB

N)

2700 Hz (SSB

§[)

FIR Linear Phase, Passband Fifter

Packet Filter Frequency Response 540 Hz Baadwidth, 2210 Hz centre
Packet Shape Factor 1.24 : 1, > 60 dB attenuation
Packet Filter

Type

Hz-

SSTVShapeFactor BPl: 1.45

Type

Sizê

fieq.

FIRLinear Phase, Passbard Filter

SSTV Filter Passband 1050
SSTV Filter

PBT Filter Bandwidü300 Hz (PBT N) or 2100 Hz (PBT'§?), selectable
PBT Filter C,entre Frequency Variable in ü e area 30O to 32OO tlzin 62.5 Hz
increments.
PBTAttenuation > 60 dB anenuarion

Fmnpanel

Passband 150 Hz- 1800 Hz

Facror

Adaprive

NOTCH + PEAK

1

SSB Shape

raried in

Combinations

Filters
CW Filter Bandwidth 200 Hz
CW Filter Cente Frequency 400 Hz, 600 Hz or 750 Hz selectable by internal
jumper.
C'§ÿ'Atrenuation in Srop Area > 60 dB anenuarion.
C§ü'FilterTlpe FIRLinearPhase,Passbandfilter.
SSB Filter

be

1350

60 mm x 193 mm x 155 mm (HxrùÿxD),

§feight I .4 kg.
Power

1l-15VoltDC/500m4

Hzatd1460Hz-2350H2

1.17: 1, > 55 dB attenuation
FIR Linear Phase, Double Passband Filter
: 1; BP2:

RTTY Filter Frequency Area 270 Hz baadwidü, 22 t 0 centre ftequency
RTTY Shape Factor 1 .43 : I , > 60 dB attenuation
RTTY Filter Type FIR Linear Phase, Passband Filter

32
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Fault: Sound from spealrer output, bur not from headset output,
Possible Carse: Check the headset and the connecrion

to rhe phono
port. Check ifüe phone jack is a stereo jack.

Fault: Sound from t[e headset

ouçut, but not Êom the speaker

outPuL
Fault Finding Help:

Short descriptions of possible faults and fault q.rnptoms are given in
this section:
Fault:

'POWER' LED

does not

light when the instrument is tuned

on.

üe power connecdon to the DSP-NIR, üe DC
plug should be properÿ polarised.

Fault: The Line Outpur does not work
Possible Cause: Check the line connection. Use the BYPASS switch to
check the equipment being interfaced. Check that üe

nork

equipment being interfaced does not load üe Line
Output with less than 600 Q.

Possible Cause: Check

Fault:

üe speaker and the connection to the speaker
port. Check thar the phono jack is out when the speaker port is used. Check that the DSP-NIRt volume
knob is turned up,

Possible Cause: Check

"POWER LED ligha up but the instrument
DC power voltage

does not

that the voltage
Êom the power supply is correct. Check that the power

Possible Cause: The

is too low, check

supply can at a minimum deliver 500 mA. Try to turn
the insuument offand after waiting at least l0 seconds,
turn it on again via the DSP-NIRI volume knob.

Fault: "Normal" LED and "Overload" LED are constandylit.
Possible Cause: Reduce the audio input level either wiü Input Reg. or
with the receivert volume knob.
Fault: "Normal" LED and "Overload' LED do not light up.
Possible Cause: Use BYPASS to check if a signal is coming from

'

üe

input either üth the Input
Reg. or with the re ceivert volume knob.
receiver. Tirrn up the audio

34
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TECHNICAL DESCR I PTION

On page 39 a complete diagram of the DSP-NIR is shown. A short description will be given here ofthat part ofthe system which a ham operator would be able to troubleshoot on his own. Descriptions ofthe input
stage, th€ line output, the outPut stage and the Power Supply are given.

Input Stage:
The Audio Input signal is connected to theJ2 connector, which is üe
input to a low-pass filter. The filter consists of an active âlter constructed from the op-amp USA. The filter also ensures that the input signal is
DC-shifted by +2.5YDC. This DC reference voltage is delivered from
the ADC converter to U8A pin 3. The amplification of the op-amp
(U8A) can be rzried by P 1. The filtert ourput furnishes the input voltage to rhe analogue to digital converter (U3).

The DSP-NIR System

Output Stage:
After the signal has been processed by the DSP and converted by the
digital to analogue converter (U3), the output signal is low-pass filtered, The low-pass fiher is constructed around üe op-amp U8B where
R12 and A4 determine the cut-off frequency. The output from the
low-pass Êlter is connected to the input of the LF amplifier via C23.
The LF amplifier consists of a TDA2003 (U9) and some passive components. The output signal from the LF amplifier goes through the
BYPASS switch (S3) to the speaker output and the phone output.
Line Output:
From the output of the low-pass filter, U8B pin 7, the signal is taken
through a coupling capacitor to the input to a buffer (U154). From the
output ofthis buffer, the ling-output signal runs through rhe BYPASS
switch (S3) before it goes to the line ourpurjack 05).

The DSP-NIR mainly consists of a conventional digital signal processing system. By changing üe software in an interchangeable EPROM
(U2), the system can be updated/improved so that the newest types of
digital filters can always be used in the DSP-NIR unit.

j6
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

PowerSupply:
The power supply has separate +5 VDC analogue and +5 VDC digital
volages. The volages are regulated by UlO (7805CT) and
Ul l(7805LN). The regulators are stabilised by a 2200 uF elecuolytic
that sits on the input to the regulators. Cl, Ll and C2 form a âlter that
impedes HF signal breal-through. The diode Dl protects against
incorrect polarisation ofthe power plug and Rl prevents the regulators
Êom receiving too large

a

volage.

ie
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTTON
Figure5.
Use

JMP1 to choose bettteen 22 Q (closed) and 6 KQ (open) input

impedances.

JMP2 is set either C\ÿ750, C\7600 eller C§ÿ400.

l

DANMIKE DSP NIR
* Digital Signal Processing Noise and
Interference Reduction Unit
* Microprocessor Controlled (Digital Signal
Processor)
* Latest 16 bit DSP technology
* SSB, CW, Packet, SSTV, RTTY, Notch, PBT,
and Peak Filters
* 14 Different Filter Functions
* Automatic multi-tone notch
* Digital linear phase filters with up to 60 dB
attenuation

* AGC function (Automatic Gain Control)*
Passband Tuning (PBT) with 300Hz or 2100 Hz
bandwidth
* Variable setting of peak filter level
* Integrated AF amplifier with 3.2 watts @ 4 ohms
* Bypass Function
* Easy connection
* Improves reception considerably and removes
noise
* Extends your active working time
* 13.8VDC operation

DSP-NIR SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUT INPUT LEVEL: 0.35 Vpp - 7 Vpp adjustable via potentiometer
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 22Ohms or 6 K selectable via internal jumper
A.F. OUTPUT OUTPUTS: Headphone, Line, and Speaker outputs
A.F. AMPLIFIER: 1.8 watts with 8 ohm / 3.2 watts with 4 ohms imp.
DISTORTION: <1% at 1kHz
FILTERS CW BANDWIDTH: 200 Hz CW FILTER CENTER FREQ. 400 Hz, 600 Hz or 750 Hz
selectable by internal jumper.
CW ATTEN. IN STOP AREA: > 60dB attenuation.
CW FILTER TYPE: FIR Linear Phase, Passband filter
SSB FILTER PASSBAND: 150 Hz - 1800 Hz.(SSB N) ... 150 Hz - 2700 Hz (SSB W)
SSB SHAPE FACTOR: SSB N: 1.1 : 1, SSB W: 1.1 : 1 > 60 dB attenuation
SSB FILTER TYPE: FIR Linear Phase, Passband Filter
PACKET FILTER RESPONSE: 540 Hz Bandwidth, 2210 Hz center freq.
PACKET SHAPE FACTOR: 1.24 : 1, > 60dB attenuation
PACKET FILTER TYPE: FIR Linear Phase Passband Filter
SSTV FILTER PASSBAND: 1050 Hz. - 1350 Hz and 1460Hz - 2350 Hz
SSTV SHAPE FACTOR BP1: 1.45 : 1, BP2: 1.17 : 1, > 55 dB attenuation
SSTV FILTER TYPE FIR: Linear Phase, Double passband Filter
RTTY FILTER FREQ. AREA: 270 Hz bw, 2210 Hz center frequency
RTTY SHAPE FACTOR: 1.43 : 1, > 60dB attenuation
RTTY FILTER TYPE: FIR Linear Phase, Passband Filter
NOTCH FILTER RESPONSE: 150 Hz - 2700 Hz.
NOTCH ATTEN. 1 KHz TONE: Up to 50 dB - depends on the variable characteristics of the input
signal
NOTCH REACTIONS TIME: < 10 mS
NOTCH FILTER TYPE: Adaptive
PBT FILTER BANDWIDTH: 300 Hz (BT N) or 2100 Hz (PBT W) Selectable
PBT FILTER CENTER FREQ.: Variable 300 to 3200 Hz in 62.5 Hz increments
PBT ATTENUATION: > 60 dB
COMBINATIONS: Notch + Peak
FRONT PANEL: Volume/Power On/Off, 12 position rotary switch, Filter Level Potentiometer,
Bypass Switch, AGC On/Off, Headphone Output - Stereo, Power LED, Normal LED, Overflow LED
REAR PANEL:Audio Input Phone Jack, Audio Output Phone Jack, Line Output, Input Level
regulator potentiometer, PTT, DC IN
SIZE 60 mm x 193mm x 155 mm (HxWxD) Weight 1.4 kg.
POWER 11 - 15 VDC / 500 mA

